As businesses become more global, your employees need affordable connectivity, as well as unfettered access to enterprise applications regardless of where they are. But up until now, this has meant high roaming charges, use of unsecured WiFi or locally purchased SIM cards. Tata Communications MOVE™ - SIM Connect takes a new approach by offering global businesses a new deal that is secure, reliable and cost-effective, bringing predictability to your mobile spend.

**TATA COMMUNICATIONS MOVE™ - SIM CONNECT**

- Secure global mobile services with a global SIM - bringing easy implementation and extendibility to your unified collaboration and communications services, including dedicated VPN-to-Cloud connectivity
- Single Global SIM - across 200 destinations and more than 600 networks. No need to use local SIMs or public WiFi to avoid data roaming costs.
- Network independence - thanks to smart SIM technology enabling registration on any available wireless network
- Greater reliability - multiple MNO coverage available in most countries
- Greater cost control - a single global contract, transparent billing, and simple usage model
- Enterprise-grade security - Private APNs and/or VPNs possible for secure, private access to your applications
- High-quality user experience - delivered through Tata Communications’ own globally distributed network, infrastructure, and customer support
- Available for any enterprise’ use case requiring a SIM - human user connectivity, WAN Gateways, etc.

Enable employees to be the most productive, while keeping cost under control

**Key Features:**

- Shared Data Plans - pools and share data between users instead of each employee having their own allowance
- Resilient Connectivity - multiple mobile networks supported through a single SIM in most countries
- Function-rich Management Portal - for full visibility and control
- Flexible Policy Controls - to control your employee’s usage and blacklist/whitelist of sites or apps
- eSIM Ready - for more user control, including remote provisioning, deletion, and change of service
- Multiple Local Numbers - possible on each SIM to improve addressability
- Quick setup - and provisioning
- Bring your existing contracts
TATA COMMUNICATIONS MOVE™ - ONLINE MANAGEMENT PORTAL

- Setup and manage employee/SIM groups
- Suspend a SIM, check its balance, top-up the balance, manage voicemail and call forwarding settings
- Activate, deactivate SIMs
- Look-up for your phone numbers (MSISDN)
- Look-up for the APN associated with a SIM
- Usage reports and analytics per employee, country or timeframe
- Connectivity check and session information on date/time, visited mobile networks, last location update, etc.
- The configuration of various alerts and actions
- Financial control - access to invoices, balance overview, flexible billing, etc.
- View order histories, check order status and place new orders
- Grant or modify access to the Management Portal for other users

ABOUT TATA COMMUNICATIONS

Tata Communications Limited (CIN no: L64200MH1986PLC039266) along with its subsidiaries (Tata Communications) is a leading global provider of A New World of Communications™. With a leadership position in emerging markets, Tata Communications leverages its advanced solutions capabilities and domain expertise across its global and pan-India network to deliver managed solutions to multi-national enterprises, service providers and Indian consumers.

The Tata Communications global network includes one of the most advanced and largest submarine cable networks and a Tier-1 IP network, as well as nearly 1.5 million square feet of data center and collocation space worldwide.

Tata Communications’ depth and breadth of reach in emerging markets include leadership in Indian enterprise data services and leadership in global international voice.

Tata Communications Limited is listed on the Bombay Stock Exchange and the National Stock Exchange of India.

For more information, visit us at www.tatacommunications.com.